We offer a number of purchase options for acquiring our eBooks

- Major annual subject collections
- Subject specific collections
- Essentials collections
- Handbook collections
- Tailored collections
- Encyclopedia

Major annual subject collections
We offer major annual subject collections in Law, Business & Management, Economics, Sociology, Social Policy & Education, Geography, Planning & Tourism, Political Science & Public Policy. These are non-overlapping and provide the most cost effective way of acquiring our eBooks.

Subject specific collections
Targeted collections in over 90 different subject areas containing books published from 1994 to the end of last year. These collections include monographs, Handbooks, dictionaries and Research Literature Reviews. 13 of these collections comprise only reference works. Available on perpetual access.

Essentials collections
We have used citation, sales, and Elgaronline usage data to curate these collections of titles that have stood the test of time in key areas of our list. Featuring wide ranges of topics and written by geographically and ideologically diverse selections of our authors, these are essential collections for libraries building well-rounded and comprehensive collections. Containing books published from 1994 to the end of last year.

Handbook collections
Our authoritative Handbooks comprise specially commissioned, peer reviewed, original chapters offering comprehensive analyses of each topic. Our Handbooks are unique in their research focus and, in many cases, the cross disciplinary nature of the topics.

Other purchase options
Please contact us for more information.

Tailored collections
This model allows you to customise your selection from across our whole eBook list. Pick and choose a minimum of 30 titles from across our list to fit the needs of your library. Tell us your budget, the subject areas you are interested in, or a range of publication dates and we can give you a proposal. Available on perpetual access.

Encyclopedia
Our Encyclopedia are available as state-of-the-art, stand alone online resources, exclusively on Elgaronline. These digital editions feature a specially-designed interface, powerful search, direct linking to references and unrestricted campus-wide access. They are not included as part of our annual collections. Available for individual purchase and on perpetual access.

- Sophisticated search and cross-linking
- Navigation tools to aid use as an integrated resource
- Direct linking to external references
- Free-flowing XML text optimised for on-screen use
- Technology designed to aid library integration
- Users can share, download and print chapter PDFs without DRM restriction.

For more information, email: sales@e-elgar.co.uk (UK/RoW) or elgarsales@e-elgar.com (N/S America)
Business & Management

Major Annual Subject Collection

We are proud to have the broadest and most innovative portfolio in management research, publishing across all areas of management from entrepreneurship to human resource management, marketing to strategy. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Essentials collections:
- Asian Business
- Corporate Governance (Business only)
- Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
- Entrepreneurship
- Environmental Management
- Gender and Management
- Health: Policy, Economics, Law

Essentials in Entrepreneurship
- Essentials in International Business
- Essentials in Organizational Behavior & HRM
- MBA Essentials
- Essentials in Responsible Business
- Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:
- Business Handbooks
- Entrepreneurship Handbooks
- Marketing Handbooks
- Org Behaviour & HRM Handbooks

Geography, Planning & Tourism

Major Annual Subject Collection

Our Geography, Planning & Tourism list boasts a unique blend of quality, original and cutting-edge publications by leading scholars in the field. Our list is international in scope. We publish across an array of disciplinary perspectives and topics, including both traditional and pioneering areas of research. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Research and Teaching Skills
- Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
- Economic Geography
- Human Geography
- Planning
- Political Geography & Geopolitics
- Regional & Urban Studies

Research and Teaching Skills
- Research Methods
- Sustainable Development Goals

Essentials collections:
- Essentials in Urban and Regional Studies
- Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:
- Environment Handbooks
- Geography, Urban & Transport Handbooks

For more information, email: sales@e-elgar.co.uk (UK/RoW) or elgarsales@e-elgar.com (N/S America)
Economics

Major Annual Subject Collection

Our largest and most established list, featuring numerous Nobel prize winners. Our economics publishing encompasses the entire discipline and also cover the heterodox schools of thought, from post-Keynesian, Austrian and public choice to institutional and evolutionary economics. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Asian Economics
Behavioural & Experimental Economics
Development Economics
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Economics
Economics of Innovation
Environmental Economics
Financial Economics
Health: Policy, Economics, Law
Heterodox Economics
History of Economic Thought & Methodology
Industrial Economics
Industrial Organization
International Economics
Labour and Economics
Law & Economics
Money & Banking
Public Finance
Public Sector Economics
Research and Teaching Skills
Research Methods
Sports Economics
Sustainable Development Goals

Essentials collections:

Essentials in Heterodox Economics
Essentials in Environmental Economics
Essentials in Money & Finance
Essentials in Innovation
Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:

Economics Handbooks
Money & Finance Handbooks

Sociology, Social Policy & Education

Major Annual Subject Collection

Our sociology, social policy and education list includes cutting-edge publications on everything from ageing and pensions, to terrorism and security studies. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Ageing
Asian Politics & Social Policy
Climate Change
Comparative Social Policy & Welfare Development Studies
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Education Policy
Environmental Politics
European Politics
Family & Gender
Health: Policy, Economics, Law
Indigenous Studies
Innovation Policy
International Politics
Labour & Labour Policy
Migration & Citizenship
Political Economy
Public Administration
Research & Teaching Skills
Research Methods
Sustainable Development Goals
Technology
Transport
Valuation

Essentials collections:

Essentials in Social Policy
Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:

Social Policy & Sociology Handbooks
Law

Major Annual Subject Collection

Our law collections provide users with access to high-quality content across a wide range of legal areas. Providing students, scholars and practitioners with the latest research from some of the world’s leading experts. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Asian Law
Commercial Law
Comparative Law
Competition & Antitrust
Constitutional Law
Corporate & Financial Law
Criminal Law & Justice
Dispute Resolution

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Health: Policy, Economics, Law
Human Rights
Intellectual Property, Technology & Media Law
International Economic Law
Labour & Employment Law
Environmental Law

European Law
Law & Economics
Legal Theory and Philosophy
Private International Law
Public International Law
Regulation
Research and Teaching Skills
Research Methods
Sustainable Development Goals

Essentials collections:

Essentials in Environmental Law
Essentials in Intellectual Property
Essentials in European Law
Essentials in Human Rights
Essentials in International Law
Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:

Intellectual Property Handbooks
International Law Handbooks
Law Handbooks

Political Science & Public Policy

Major Annual Subject Collection

Our list encompasses the major research fields within political science and public policy, includes publications on everything from Asian politics to technology policy. We offer frontlist and backlist collections.

Subject Specific Collections:

Ageing
Asian Politics & Social Policy
Climate Change
Comparative Social Policy & Welfare Development Studies
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Education Policy
Environmental Politics
European Politics
Family & Gender

Health: Policy, Economics, Law
Indigenous Studies
Innovation Policy
International Politics
Labour & Labour Policy
Migration & Citizenship
Political Economy

Public Administration
Research & Teaching Skills
Research Methods
Sustainable Development Goals
Technology
Transport
Valuation

Essentials collections:

Essentials in Public Administration & Public Policy
Essentials in Climate Change

Handbook collections:

Public Policy & Politics Handbooks
Introducing the Platform

Elgaronline is the content platform for Edward Elgar Publishing’s books, reference works and journals, including Encyclopedia, Research Handbooks, scholarly monographs, companions, Research Literature Reviews and much more.

Features for users
- Intuitive user interface allows users to quickly search, filter and navigate content
- Download, print, save and share subscribed content
- Responsive site design – pages and menus resize for small screens for easy use on mobile phones and tablets
- Elgar journals and eBooks accessible and searchable across one platform for a unified research experience
- Users can save or tag content, save searches or lists and set up alerts for new content
- Export citations to: EndNote, ProCite, ReferenceManager, RefWorks, BibTex and Zotero

Benefits
- DRM free
- Unlimited simultaneous user access
- COUNTER 5 usage statistics
- Free MARC records provided
- One time purchase for perpetual access
- IP validation, plus Shibboleth and Athens login options
- Options to personalise your pages and include your library logo
- Frontlist available simultaneously with – or before – print version

Contact us for free trial access, quotes, booklists or more information

North and South America
Tel: (413) 584 5551
email: elgarsales@e-elgar.com

UK and Rest of the World
Tel: + 44 1242 226934
email: sales@e-elgar.co.uk

Responsible Publishing Access to knowledge

We are proud to have signed up to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Publishers Compact. Let us know if you would like more information on our eBook collections.